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To most organizations, marketing-sales alignment is the holy 
grail of closed loop systems.  But it’s hard to actualize this 

alignment when your sales and marketing teams sit in 

different offices, with entirely different objectives, workflows, 

and performance measures. This guide is designed for senior 

marketers looking to initiate a smoother partnership with 

their sales team by clearly defining goals and outlining the 

strategies that will get them there. 

Why does it even matter that marketing and sales 
talk to each other? 

The buyer journey has become the way to map your efforts if 

you’re trying to go beyond creating standalone marketing 

campaigns to creating an entire experience for your customer 

— even before they are your customer. Today’s journey to 

purchase is not marketing-first, it’s buyer-first. Buyers now 
control most of their experience with brands, from choosing 

what content they read and download to what products they 

finally purchase. That’s why it’s marketing’s job to create that 

experience — moving the client along to purchase, sometimes 

unbeknownst to the customer.



 “Buyers begin their journey online, conducting 
research on the problems they are experiencing  
or the opportunities they would like to pursue. 
Marketing needs to own this initial stage of 
engagement, nurture buyers through the initial 
phases of the journey, and seamlessly pass  
the buyer to Sales at the most appropriate and 
helpful time.”

So where does the handoff between marketing and sales come in?  
According to Mark Roberge in The Sales Acceleration Formula: 

This may sound familiar to most organizations with mature sales and 

marketing departments. But in reality, the relationship between the two  
isn’t always characterized by aligned goals, steady communication, mutual 
understanding of the other’s workflows, and a transparent knowledge 

sharing process.  The buyer journey is co-owned by marketing and sales.  
In an ideal world, it would look something like this: 

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Purchase

AdoptionAdvocacy

ConsiderationAwareness

Marketing Sales + Marketing 

Sales + Marketing Marketing 

Sales



Increasing interdependence between sales and marketing starts you off  
with a shared understanding of each others’ workflows, goals, and challenges. 

From there, seek to implement a system for cross-team knowledge transfer, 

empowering both sales and marketing to deliver on the pre-purchase stage  
of the customer journey, and marketing to create a quality post-purchase 

customer experience. Centralize client-facing resources in a cloud-based 

DAM to save costs and time. Finally, equip marketing operations to close  
the loop with data-driven insights and systematic processes for working  
with your sales development team to get the most out of your content. 

In this report, we’ll go through these strategies, as well as the business case  
for leveraging technology to make these outcomes occur with efficiency  
and maximum value. They don’t require external consultants, closed-door  
C-Suite discussions, or detailed strategy briefs. To enable your sales team  
in the best way possible, you only need to look right in front of you: at your 

sales and marketing teams.  



1. Lean on each other to get  
to know your customers

Although the concept of inbound marketing applies largely to B2B brands, 

where direct sales are most common, there are cases where B2C brands  
can use sales knowledge to fine-tune retail strategy. Every time someone 

downloads your content a white paper or requests a product demonstration 

after reading a blog post, they’re a potential lead that your sales team could 

convert to a customer (or an opportunity in sales terms). More importantly, 

they’re probably taking these actions on your website downloading your 

content or requesting a demo to address a specific challenge —  
be it inefficiencies on their team, drawn-out approvals processes, or just 

looking for a lack of good content to read. Understanding these challenges  
or “pain points” translates to producing content that will be most  
valuable to customers. 

So who’s closest to these challenges? Your sales team. They’re on the 

frontlines of the customer journey during the consideration and research 

phase — talking to prospects over the phone, digging for what “pains” them 

and finding places your product can help — which is the ripest time for leads 

to convert. It’s crucial for your sales and marketing teams to always be are 
always talking to each other, whether it’s sales sharing tips from prospecting 

calls or marketing sharing insights from data analysis and original research. 



There are large hidden costs in producing content: the “non-working” dollars 

that you spend before you begin distribution. Percolate surveyed over 300 

CMOs and marketing executives and 62% of all respondents say that these 

production costs have increased or will increase significantly. Control these 

costs internally with a few best practices, starting with better marketing and 
sales alignment. Creating content doesn’t have to be a one-way street: 

marketing can benefit from sales as much as sales can gain from marketing’s 

resources and brand positioning expertise. 

Don’t spend hours brainstorming at your content strategy meetings;  
you’re probably doing your editorial team a disservice by making decisions 

without valuable information from other parts of the organization.  
The ideas for that hit blog post could come from internal resources.  
Setting up a cadence of communication with your sales team can do half  
the work for you, freeing up time for your editorial team to translate those 
insights into content gold. Weekly syncs devoted to sharing best practices, 

recurring client challenges, and learnings from sales calls can help marketing 

save time and non-working dollars. 

2. Implement the system  
for customer-focused 
knowledge-sharing



Non-working spend growth trends (n < 12 excluded)

Content costs are increasing, particularly for consumer brands
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3. Centralize knowledge

Approximately 40% of a salesperson’s time is spent looking for content or 

creating it because they can’t find what they need (Salesforce and SAP, 2015). 

What this means: sales would be almost twice as productive if they could 

easily find every asset when they needed it. 

There’s a business case for centralization —  analysis of 1,000 companies 

shows a central, cloud digital asset management (DAM) pays back its entire 

investment in less than 12 months (Gistics, Building a Business Case for 
DAM, 2014). Using tags and taxonomies to store data smartly frees up 

valuable time for both sales and marketing teams. 

Your sales team can help you understand what your most effective marketing 

campaigns are. Social listening isn’t just a marketing function: the lines 

between customer service, sales, and marketing are blurred on social 

sometimes, so it’s important to have cross-team visibility on external 

perceptions of your brand. Integrating your CRM within your marketing 

technology stack can be a quick win to bringing marketing on board with  
sales activity, and vice versa. Additionally, architect your CRM to ensure 
you’re tracking inbound leads from marketing content, making sure you’re as 

close to the data on marketing campaign performance as your sellers are.  



While face time with your colleagues on the sales side is crucial to closing  

the loop on sales-marketing alignment, tech can go a long way here too. 

Software that cuts across departments can bridge the silos that Sales and 

Marketing tend to sit in. We’ve already discussed the value of having your  

sales and marketing systems integrated into a single platform, but there’s  

one especially valuable function that can straddle both teams to unlock  

value from the partnership: marketing operations. 

In many ways, your marketing ops team is the final link to closing the loop 

between sales and marketing. Marketing operations has moved from being 

responsible for campaign automation (read: email marketing and nurture 

campaigns) to a much larger set of responsibilities that bridge the gap  

between marketing activities and performance insight. They analyze 

marketing campaign performance, architect performance measures,  

architect processes and workflows, and often extend to handling financial 

reporting and budgeting for the team. Their analytical expertise can be 

leveraged to architect a comprehensive customer journey by delivering 

experiences to your audience at the right place and time. Bring your  
marketing ops team into the sales environment — closing the loop between  
the content you create and the value it adds to your sellers’ activities. 

Marketing operations brings the relationship full circle, help to both  
define messaging and deliver it. 

4.  Empower Marketing 
      Operations to close the loop



Creating better  
internal creative  

workflows and processes

Increasing the number  
of agency relationships

Providing team training

Creating better processes  
for working with creatives  
outside my organization

Leveraging technology  
or systems
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How to limit content costs
Top 5 Responses: “What actions are the biggest opportunities for controlling your content costs? (Select all that apply).”
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Build out your sales 
development function to get 
the most out of your content…

In our increasingly data-driven business landscape, it’s no longer enough for 

marketers to be the creative, “ideas people” — with the ascent of marketing 

ops, marketers are also thinking about driving demand through marketing 

activities and closing the loop with detailed performance analytics and 

insights. We found that CMOs are feeling the pressure to deliver more results 

than they did in past years — and this will only increase in 2016. As marketing 

gets comfortable with the idea of attaching ROI to their content, events, and 

other campaigns, they’ll need to work more closely with sales to align goals  
and create demand. 

A relatively new discipline, sales development stems from the insight that 

more business could be closed if the sales role were broken into “closers” and 

“appointment setters”. Think of it as adding the human touch to the research 

and consideration phase of the customer journey: instead of just reading your 

content, prospects have a dedicated rep calling them to follow up right after. 

Currently, only 40% of tech companies have sales development functions, 

according to data from The Bridge Group.



A study by Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management found 

that the close rate went up from 10% to 17% when setters and closers were 

separated. The discipline of sales development — a team that largely sets 

meetings for the other half of the team, the sellers who’ll be closing deals — 

combines data analysis, email nurturing, and phone prospecting to reach 

prospective buyers.  

A large part of the Sales Development Representative (SDR) role is contacting 

inbound leads. If you already have an SDR team, align the team with your 
marketing ops team to act on inbound leads while they’re hot: within 24 hours 

of downloading a resource on your website, you can have an SDR pick up the 

phone to call them. What’s the benefit here for marketing? It’s bringing sales 

insights and marketing expertise onto the same page, and reallocating their 

resources where it makes the most sense. If you’ve mastered the sales 

development and marketing alignment, you could expect to see: 

– Sales development working closely with marketing operations on  
a day-to-day basis 

– Knowledge transfer between sales and marketing on where the  
best quality leads are coming from 

– Insights on what type of content leads to the most lead conversions 

– Marketing leveraging this knowledge to inform planning  
and content creation

…and then bring it closer to 
the marketing function



Today’s CMO feels the Pressure to Prove Value

Yes
No

Increasing
Same

Do you feel pressure from 
your CEO or Board to prove 

the value of marketing?

Is this pressure 
increasing, decreasing, 

or about the same?

Source: The CMO Survey by the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University



CONCLUSION 

As we head into a new year, organizations big and small are 

rethinking process, performance measures, and not least 

importantly, cost and efficiency savings. The quickest wins 
can come from within the organization, and bringing sales 

and marketing onto one page is a strong starting point. It’s 

exciting to see collaboration between different disciplines — 

especially those that have traditionally worked apart from 

one another –— that ultimately provides value far greater 

than the input.  

 To recap, the methods you can adopt to engineer this  
change are: 

– Lean on each other to get to know your customers 

– Implement the system for client-focused  knowledge-

sharing 

– Centralize knowledge 

– Empower marketing operations to close the loop 

– Build out your sales development function to get the most 

out of your content 



Percolate is The System of Record for Marketing.  
Our technology helps the world's largest and fastest-growing 

brands at every step of the marketing process.  

Want to learn more?  

Contact learn@percolate.com for more information  

or request a demo today at percolate.com/request-demo
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